NAME: _________________________________________

SCHOOL:__________________________________

Strings Karate Performance Rubric
In order for students to pass each belt test, they must receive a 3 or 4
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Student:
• Stops and starts
accurately.
• Masters all notes
and rhythms.
• Follows all printed
markings (e. g.
bowings, slurs,
dynamics).
• Maintains a steady
beat all of the time.

Student:
• Stops once while
playing.
• Misses one or two
notes or rhythms.
• Follows almost all
printed markings.
• Maintains a steady
beat with one or
two exceptions.

Student:
• Occasionally stops
while playing.
• Misses a few notes
and rhythms.
• Follows most
printed markings.
• Can mostly
maintain a steady
beat.

Student:
• Stops quite often
while playing.
• Misses multiple
notes and rhythms.
• Doesn’t follow
printed markings
well.
• Does not maintain a
steady beat.

0

Strings Karate
What are Strings Belts?
The Karate Belt system is used in martial arts training to mark progress. In Strings, the same idea is
applied to learning an instrument! Throughout the school year, students will have the opportunity to
advance by playing specific exercises from our method book (Sound Innovations for String Orchestra)
and demonstrating mastery of various skills. Once checked off on all requirements for each level,
students earn a colored belt as a reward and sign of achieving practice goals! (Belts will be tied to the
scroll of the instruments to show accomplishments)
Students will start on the lowest belt (white) and progress through the ranks to make it to the highest
belt (black). There are NINE levels of belts, each more difficult than the previous one. Students must
show improvement and achievement to earn the next belt. This will require a lot of practice at home
and self-motivation!!! Those who wish to go above and beyond the belt system can also earn up to four
“Peg Monsters” (finger puppets that fit over the pegs).
Order of Belts:
White, Yellow, Green, Blue, Purple, Red, Orange, Brown, Black
Karate Rules
To earn each belt, students must perform the pieces listed on each belt page at a level 3 or 4 (see rubric).
1. Students must practice AT HOME to perfect each skill
2. Students may only earn belts in order (although students may pass off on specific skills from
future belts at any time)
3. Students may ask Mrs. Phillips for extra help at ANY time!!!
4. When testing for a belt challenge, students are only allowed to start over ONCE
5. Students may work ahead of the rest of the class
6. Students may try as many times as needed until the skills needed are mastered. (only one doover on each attempt is allowed (see rule #4))
Parent/Guardian Assistance
Many of the videos that students need to watch will need to be viewed at home. There are a few places
for parents to sign off on specific assignments - only on those specifically marked boxes.
Some weeks will have built-in class time for belt challenges. Students are always welcome to record
them at home and submit them electronically.
Good luck and happy chopping!
Mrs. Phillips
kphillips@cdaschools.org
208-660-9295
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Requirements for a PURE WHITE BELT
Completed?

1. Watch the video on how to properly assemble, disassemble and care for your
instrument. After you have finished watching, please comment on the Schoology page.
2. Watch the video on “Left Hand Setup” from page 6 of the Sound Innovations book. After
you have finished watching, please comment on the Schoology page.
3. Holding instrument:
a. Violins & violas:
i. Your shoulder rest or pad needs to be checked to see that it fits correctly.
ii. Be able to hold the instrument between jaw and shoulder for TWO minutes
without the help of the left hand. **hold instrument parallel to the floor**
b. Cellos & basses:
i. Your endpin needs to be checked for correct length and marked by Mrs P.
ii. Be able to correctly support instrument without the help of either hand.
Cello – lower peg is behind left ear and the cello is sitting on the sternum.
4. Demonstrate proper posture and playing position with left-hand finger taps on all Dstring notes, keeping hand shape consistent.
a. Violins and violas tap on 1st, 2nd, & 3rd. Left hand fingers should be square.
b. Cellos tap on 1st, 3rd, and 4th. Left hand fingers and thumb should be round.
c. Basses tap on 1st, 2nd and 4th. Left hand fingers and thumb should be round.
5. #17, Jolly Fellows: Use a steady beat, including rests.
6. #18, Boil Them Cabbage Down: Use a steady beat - don’t speed up!
7. Complete Theory Lesson #1.
8. Complete Theory Lesson #2.
9. Complete Theory Lesson #3.
10. Correctly count and clap the rhythm exercises from Theory Lessons #1-3.
11. Practice 60 minutes in one week, demonstrating your ability to spread out 10 minutes of
practice time over many days. ☺
Day

Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

Parent initials:

Total

Minutes

CONGRATULATIONS!
You have earned your WHITE BELT

Instructor signs this box when all
requirements for this belt have been met
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Requirements for a FIRE YELLOW BELT
Completed?

1. WITHOUT LOOKING, place left hand straight onto fingerboard in the correct shape and
in the correct position onto your finger tapes on any string.
**Hand must start off of the instrument**
2. Hold a pencil with correct bow hold while performing bow flexibility exercises:
Violins and violas – pinky push-ups, stir the pot, spider walk, elevator
Cellos and basses – teeter-totter, stir the pot, spider walk, elevator
3. #28, Au Claire de la Lune: Use proper left hand shape – fingers must HOVER when not
being used on the fingerboard!
4. #30, Going up the D Scale: Use correct left hand shape. Your fingers must be on back
corners of your fingertips (on the scroll side of your fingertips).

5. #32, Twinkle Twinkle: Play it FROM MEMORY and IN TUNE!

6. Complete Theory Lesson #4.

7. Complete Theory Lesson #5.

8. Complete Theory Lesson #6.

9. Perform a 5-minute concert for friends & family.
What pieces did you perform?

Parent initials:

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

10. Correctly count and clap the rhythm exercises from Theory Lessons #4-6.

CONGRATULATIONS!
You have earned your YELLOW BELT

Instructor signs this box when all
requirements for this belt have been met
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Requirements for an EMERALD GREEN BELT
1. Watch the video on “Bow Hold and Bow Movement” from pages 12-16 of the S. I. book.
After you have finished watching, please comment on the Schoology page.

Completed?

2. Demonstrate proper bow hold while doing bow flexibility exercises:
Violins and violas – pinky push-ups, stir the pot, spider walk, elevator
Cellos and basses – teeter-totter, stir the pot, spider walk, elevator
Everyone – 10 perfect bow holds (take your hand off and re-place it on bow 10 times)

3. Hold your left arm up in the air (without your instrument) in playing position, for THREE
minutes. (like you’re holding an imaginary instrument, in correct position)

4. #36, Dayenu: Use correct left hand shape. Your fingers must be on back corners of your
fingertips (on the scroll side of your fingertips).
5. #49, Lifts and Levels: Don’t bump any other strings with your bow.
6. Posture & position check (in class):
Violins & violas: Your shoulder rest/pad needs to be checked for correct fit.
Cellos & basses: your endpin needs to be checked for correct length and re-marked
7. Complete Theory Lesson #7.
8. Complete Theory Lesson #8.
9. Complete Theory Lesson #9.

10. Watch a professional string player perform a solo (Mrs. Phillips’ classroom website) for
at least ten minutes.
After you have finished watching, please comment on the Schoology page: Who did you
watch? What did they play? What did you like about the piece they played? What was
one interesting thing you noticed about their playing?

11. Correctly count and clap the rhythm exercises from Theory Lessons #7-9.

CONGRATULATIONS!
You have earned your GREEN BELT

Instructor signs this box when all
requirements for this belt have been met
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Requirements for a DRAGON BLUE BELT
Completed?

1. Watch the video on “Bow Speed” from page 18 of the Sound Innovations book. After
you have finished watching, please comment on the Schoology page.
2. Perform Twinkle Variation: “Running-running walk-walk” from memory, with a clear
sound. Sheet music for memory songs is in Appendix A at the back of the Karate book.
3. #41, Cripple Creek: Pluck while using correct left hand shape.
4. #62, Playing the D Scale: Play accurately with a loose and relaxed left hand thumb.
5. #64, Hot Cross Buns: Use correct bow speed for quarter and half notes.

6. Complete Theory Lesson #10.
7. Complete Theory Lesson #11.
8. Complete Theory Lesson #12.

9. Attend a school orchestra or band concert (that you’re not performing in). There is a
calendar of local performances on Mrs. Phillips’s website.
(FYI- there is a second “school concert” stamp for peg monster #3 towards the end of the karate book in case you’d like to
plan ahead.)

After you have finished watching, please comment on the Schoology page: Who did you
watch? What did they play? What did you like about the piece they played? What was
one interesting thing you noticed about their playing?
10. Correctly count and clap the rhythm exercises from Theory Lessons #10-12.
11. Practice 75 minutes in one week, demonstrating your ability to spread out 15 minutes of
practice time over many days. ☺
Day

Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

Total

Parent initials:

Minutes

CONGRATULATIONS!
You have earned your BLUE BELT

Instructor signs this box when all
requirements for this belt have been met
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Requirements for a REGAL PURPLE BELT
1. Watch the video on 4th finger / 4th position A. After you have finished watching, please
comment on the Schoology page.

Completed?

2. #75, A New Way to Play A: Make sure you are playing A the “new” way!
3. Perform Twinkle Theme from memory, with correct rhythm and a clear sound.
4. Straight bows on all four strings – use one up bow AND one down bow on EACH string in
the center lane (play each string twice).
5. #68, Can-Can: Demonstrate lovely sound/tone.
6. #72, Oats, Peas & Beans: Write in the counting underneath the piece before playing.
7. Complete Theory Lesson #13.
8. Complete Theory Lesson #14.
9. Complete Theory Lesson #15.
10. Attend a college or adult orchestra or band concert. There is a calendar of local
performances on Mrs. Phillips’s website.
(FYI- there is a second “adult concert” stamp for peg monster #1 towards the end of the karate book in case you’d like to
plan ahead.)

After you have finished watching, please comment on the Schoology page: Who did you
watch? What did they play? What did you like about the piece they played? What was
one interesting thing you noticed about their playing?
11. Correctly count and clap the rhythm exercises from Theory Lessons #13-15.

CONGRATULATIONS!
You have earned your PURPLE BELT

Instructor signs this box when all
requirements for this belt have been met
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Requirements for a ROYAL RED BELT
1. Watch the video on “Using Different Parts of the Bow” from page 22 of the S.I. book.
After you have finished watching, please comment on the Schoology page.

Completed?

2. Perform the exercises in the blue box at the top of page 22 (“Using Different Parts of the
Bow”) to demonstrate mastery of bow usage: lower half, upper half, whole bow, middle.
3. Perform Go Tell Aunt Rhody from memory, *Use twice as much bow on quarter notes
as you use on eighth notes. Sheet music for memory songs is in Appendix A.
4. #76, Frere Jacques: Violins and violas use “4th finger A” where indicated.
5. #82, Reuben and Rachel: Left hand fingertips must be on back corners (scroll side).
6. Complete Theory Lesson #16.
7. Complete Theory Lesson #17.
8. Complete Theory Lesson #18.
9. Watch a video of a chamber group performing (from Mrs. Phillips’ classroom website)
for at least ten minutes.
After you have finished watching, please comment on the Schoology page: What group
did you watch? What did they play? What did you like about the piece they played?
What was one interesting thing you noticed about how they worked together?
10. Perform in a January “Holiday for Strings” Concert. 
(absence is only excused with a written note from a parent and a valid excuse)

11. Correctly count and clap the rhythm exercises from Theory Lessons #16-18.
CONGRATULATIONS!
You have earned your RED BELT

Instructor signs this box when all
requirements for this belt have been met
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Requirements for a SUNSET ORANGE BELT
Completed?

1. Play a D Major scale up and down, alternating each note arco and pizzicato:
(for example: bow D, pizz E, bow F#, pizz G, etc.)
*You must hold the bow correctly while plucking (sword hold)*

2. #78, Shepherd’s Hey: Don’t forget to use “left-hand pizz”. Violins and violas also need to
use 4th Finger A.
3. #84, This Old Man: Play “A” the first time through (the melody), and “B” the second time
(the harmony).
4. #88, French Folk Song: Count three beats on your dotted half notes.

5. Perform Song of the Wind from memory;
Violins, violas, cellos – 1st finger must HOP to the A-string and not lean over to it
Basses – Use 4th position
Everyone – don’t forget all three bow lifts!!

6. Tune your instrument (by yourself) with a portable electronic tuner, using only your fine
tuners (bassists are the only students who will use their large tuners at the scroll).

7. Posture & position check (in class):
a. Violins & violas: Your shoulder rest/pad needs to be checked for correct fit.
b. Cellos & basses: your endpin needs to be checked for correct length and remarked.

8. Complete Theory Lesson #19.
9. Complete Theory Lesson #20.
10. Complete Theory Lesson #21.

11. Correctly count and clap the rhythm exercises from Theory Lessons #19-21.

CONGRATULATIONS!
You have earned your ORANGE BELT

Instructor signs this box when all
requirements for this belt have been met
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Requirements for a CASTLE BROWN BELT
1. Watch the video on “Placing Fingers on the G String” from page 25 of the S. I. book.
After you have finished watching, please comment on the Schoology page.

Completed?

2. #98 & #99, G Major Scale and Arpeggio: Play with correct pitch.
3. #96, Goin’ Low: Make each G-string note speak clearly.
4. Perform Allegro from memory, demonstrating mastery of staccato and tenuto.
5. Play a chromatic scale up and down on all four strings.
6. Complete Theory Lesson #22.
7. Complete Theory Lesson #23.
8. Complete Theory Lesson #24.
9. Make a concert program (it can be hand-written) and put on a second concert at home.
The concert should last at least 10 minutes.
Parent initials:

What pieces did you perform?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
10. Perform on stage at North Idaho College at the District 1 Large Group Orchestra Festival
in March.
(absence is only excused with a written note from a parent and a valid excuse)

11.

Correctly count and clap the rhythm exercises from Theory Lessons #22-24.

CONGRATULATIONS!
You have earned your BROWN BELT

Instructor signs this box when all
requirements for this belt have been met
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Requirements for a MASTER BLACK BELT
1. Watch the videos of “Slurs” and “Hooked Bowing” from page 28 of the S. I. book. After
you have finished watching, please comment on the Schoology page.

Completed?

2. #103, Buffalo Gals: Use correct staccato articulations where indicated.
3. #109, Slurs & Hooks & #113, More String Slurs: Demonstrate mastery of slurs and
hooked bows.
4. Perform Perpetual Motion from memory, always staying in the middle of the bow.
5. Posture & position check (in class):
a. Violins & violas: Your shoulder rest/pad needs to be checked for correct fit.
b. Cellos & basses: your endpin needs to be checked for correct length and remarked.
6. Complete Theory Lesson #25.
7. Complete Theory Lesson #26.
8. Complete Theory Lesson #27.
9.

Watch a video of a symphony orchestra performing (Mrs. Phillips’ classroom website)
for at least ten minutes.
After you have finished watching, please comment on the Schoology page: What group
did you watch? What did they play? What did you like about the piece they played?
What was one interesting thing you noticed about their performance?

10. Practice 100 minutes in one week, demonstrating your ability to spread out 20 minutes
of practice time over many days. 
Day

Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

Total

Parent initials:

Minutes

11. Correctly count and clap the rhythm exercises from Theory Lessons #25-27.

CONGRATULATIONS!
You have earned your BLACK BELT

Instructor signs this box when all
requirements for this belt have been met
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Requirements for PEG MONSTER #1
1. Watch the Sound Innovations video for your final string.
a. E String for violins and basses on page 37
b. C String for violas and cellos on page 39

Completed?

2. #120, Finger Rock: Left hand fingertips must be on back corners (scroll side).
3. #124, Ode to Joy: Left hand fingertips must be on back corners (scroll side).
4. Show proficiency on your newest string:
a. #149, New Note F#: For violins and basses.
b. #162, Going up the C String: For violas and cellos.
5. Demonstrate the following ringing tones* on your instrument:
Violins – G1, D1, D3, A3, E3
Violas – C1, G1, G3, D3, A3
Cellos – C1, G1, G4, D4, A4
Basses – E2, D1, G1, G(in 3rd pos)4
*when played in tune, these notes will cause sympathetic vibration on the open string of the same pitch*

6. Demonstrate your ability to tune your instrument (with an electronic tuner) using your
left hand WHILE playing the open string with the bow at the same time
7. Complete Theory Lesson #28
8. Complete Theory Lesson #29.
9. Complete Theory Lesson #30.
10. Correctly count and clap the rhythm exercises from Theory Lesson #29-30 with a
metronome.

CONGRATULATIONS!
You have earned your FIRST PEG MONSTER

Instructor signs this box when all
requirements for this belt have been met
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Requirements for PEG MONSTER #2
1. Watch the video on “Bowing Lanes” from page 32 of the Sound Innovations book. After
you have finished watching, please comment on the Schoology page.

Completed?

2. String Mastery #1
a. #154, Aura Lee: For violins and basses.
b. #166, Texian Boys: For violas and cellos.
3. String Mastery #2
a. #155, The Erie Canal: For violins and basses.
b. #167, Sweetly Sings the Donkey: For violas and cellos.
4. Perform the C Major Scale and Arpeggio (#127 & #128), using correct bowing lanes.
5. #110, Minuet No. 1: Appropriately use slurs AND hooked bows AND count correctly.
6. Complete Theory Review at the end of your Theory Book.
7. Attend a school orchestra or band concert (that you’re not performing in). There is a
calendar of local performances on Mrs. Phillips’s website.
After you have finished watching, please comment on the Schoology page: Who did you
watch? What did they play? What did you like about the piece they played? What was
one interesting thing you noticed about their playing?
8. Perform in a May "Strings Cookie Concert” for school. 
(absence is only excused with a written note from a parent and a valid excuse)

9. Practice 120 minutes in one week, demonstrating your ability to spread out 20-30
minutes of practice time over many days. 
Day

Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

Parent initials:

Total

Minutes

10. Correctly count and clap bonus rhythm exercises #1-4 from the end of your Karate Book
(in Appendix C) with a metronome.
CONGRATULATIONS!
You have earned your SECOND PEG MONSTER

Instructor signs this box when all
requirements for this belt have been met
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Requirements for PEG MONSTER #3
Completed?

1. #130, Sakura: Use correct bowing lanes.
2. #169, Single Eighth Notes and Rests: Count out loud while playing.
3. #170, Alouette: Make sure there is silence on eighth rests.
4. #172, May Song: Left hand fingertips must be on back corners (scroll side).
5. #179, Double the Fun: Tunnel your fingers over open D to play double stops.
6. #180, Boil Them Cabbage Down: Play perfectly in tune.
7. Play a chromatic scale on the D and A strings while naming notes out loud.
(*Basses: use D and G strings)
On the way up, say naturals & sharps; on the way down, say naturals & flats.
Practice Music is at the end of the Karate Book in Appendix D.
8. Attend a college or adult orchestra or band concert. There is a calendar of local
performances on Mrs. Phillips’s website.
After you have finished watching, please comment on the Schoology page: Who did you
watch? What did they play? What did you like about the piece they played? What was
one interesting thing you noticed about their playing?
9. Complete Theory Final Exam (you will need to ask Mrs. Phillips for it).

10. Correctly count and clap bonus rhythm exercises #5-8 from the end of your Karate Book
(in Appendix C) with a metronome.

CONGRATULATIONS!
You have earned your THIRD PEG MONSTER

Instructor signs this box when all
requirements for this belt have been met
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Requirements for PEG MONSTER #4
Completed?

1. #140, Chester: Use proper bowing techniques and bowing lanes.

2. #144, Accidental Frere Jacques: Use correct bow lanes and left hand finger position.

3. #173, Playing Dotted Quarter Notes: Count out loud while playing.

4. #177, Going Home: Count rhythms accurately, and play in the piano lane.

5. Demonstrate your understanding of the basic finger positions by playing all of the
“Finger Pattern” exercises at the back of your Karate Book in Appendix E.

6. Perform an end-of-the-year recital for your friends and family. Include at least one piece
from each belt and peg monster. What pieces did you perform?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
Parent initials:

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
7. Write a short (or long!) essay telling me:
1-What did you like about Strings this year?
2-What you would have liked to have done differently?
3-What are you excited to learn next year in orchestra? ☺

8. Final Challenge! Play #185 at the end of your book. ☺

CONGRATULATIONS!
You have earned your FOURTH PEG MONSTER

Instructor signs this box when all
requirements for this belt have been met
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Memory Songs for Cello
Twinkle Variation #1: Running-Running Walk-Walk (blue belt)

Twinkle: Theme (purple belt)

Appendix A: Memory Songs
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Memory Songs for Cello
Go Tell Aunt Rhody (red belt)

Song of the Wind (orange belt)

Appendix A: Memory Songs
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Memory Songs for Cello
Allegro (brown belt)

Perpetual Motion (black belt)

Appendix A: Memory Songs
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Cello

Bonus Scales for 5th Grade Strings

The ﬁrst three scales are for practice - they are already challenges in your Karate Book.
Any other scale may be played to make up for a missing stamp in the months
of April, May or June. You must play every note accurately (in tune)!!
D Major = 2 sharps

? ## œ œ #œ œ

œ œ #œ œ

œ #œ œ œ

œ #œ œ œ

*D Major is just for practice!*

G Major = 1 sharp

?#

œ œ œ œ

œ œ #œ œ

œ #œ œ œ

œ œ œ œ

*G Major is just for practice!*

œ œ œ nœ

C Major = 0 sharps or ﬂats

? # œ œ œ nœ

nœ œ œ œ

nœ œ œ œ

*C Major is just for practice!*

F Major = 1 ﬂat

?b

œ œ œ bœ

B-ﬂat Major = 2 ﬂats

? bb bœ œ œ bœ

œ œ œ œ

œ œ œ œ

bœ œ œ œ

œ œ œ bœ bœ œ œ œ bœ œ œ bœ
Appendix B: Bonus Scales
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V.S.

2

Cello

A Major = 3 sharps

? ###

œ œ #œ œ

œ #œ #œ œ

œ #œ #œ œ

œ #œ œ œ

b œ b œ œ œ bœ bœ
œ
œ
b
œ
b
œ
œ œ bœ
? bb bœ œ œ
b
E-ﬂat Major = 3 ﬂats

E Major = 4 sharps

? #### œ #œ #œ œ

œ #œ #œ œ

œ #œ #œ œ

œ #œ #œ œ

A-ﬂat Major = 4 ﬂats

? bb b bœ œ bœ bœ œ œ bœ bœ œ œ bœ bœ œ bœ
b bœ
bœ

? #### œ #œ #œ œ #œ #œ #œ œ
#
B Major = 5 sharps

D-ﬂat Major = 5 ﬂats

? bb b bœ bœ œ bœ
bb

bœ bœ œ b œ

œ #œ #œ #œ

b œ œ bœ bœ

Appendix B: Bonus Scales
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œ #œ #œ œ

bœ œ bœ bœ

Appendix C: Bonus Rhythms
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Line 4

__ __

___ ___ _____ __

__ __ __ __ __ __ ________ _____ __ ___

__________ ______ ___

______ ______

______ __ __ __ ______ ___

Line 3

__________

Line 2

_____ __ ___ ___

Line 1

Bonus Rhythms

Appendix C: Bonus Rhythms
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______ __ ___

_______________ __ __ __ __

__ __ ___________ __ _____ __ ___ ___

___________

__ __ __ __ __ __ _______

___ __ __ _________

___ __ ___ __ __ __ __ __ ___ _________ _ _ _ _ __ __ _____ _____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ __ __ __ __ __ __ _______ __ __

Line 8

____________ __ __

Line 7

___ ___ __ __

__ __ __ __ ___ __ __ __ __ ___________

__ __ __ __ __ __ ____

___ ___ __ __ __ __ ______ _______ _____ __ ___ ___________ __ __ ___

Line 6

___ ___ ___

Line 5

Chromatic Scale for PM #2
Cello

Finger Patterns for Cello
If we only played in the key of D Major, we wouldn’t need to learn these, but
there are many different keys and many more different note names than what we
learn in Sound Innovations Book 1. ☺
Even though you won’t play all of these until middle school, it’s important that
you start to learn some of the different patterns that your hands will have to play
in. If you stay in finger pattern 1 for too long, it will be difficult to learn how to
shape your hand differently.

Appendix E: Finger Patterns
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Finger Pattern 1:

Appendix E: Finger Patterns
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Finger Pattern 2:

Appendix E: Finger Patterns
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Finger Pattern 3:

Appendix E: Finger Patterns
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Finger Pattern 4:

Appendix E: Finger Patterns
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